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Abstract
This study aimed to examine teachers' natural praise and reprimand rates among 66
middle and high school teachers. In addition, teachers' perceptions of how often they
praised and reprimanded were compared to their actual use of praise and reprimands. A
total of 1,320 direct-observation minutes were collected using 20-min observations for
each teacher. After teachers were observed they completed a survey rating their perceived
use of praise and reprimand. Teachers were observed to use significantly more general
praise compared to behavior specific praise. They were also observed to use significantly
more mild reprimands compared to any other type of reprimand. There was a statistically
significant positive relation between teachers' actual and perceived use of general praise

as well as statistically significant positive relations between teachers' actual and
perceived use of mild, gestural, and total reprimand. Finally, there was a significant
positive relationship between actual and perceived praise difference and actual and
perceived reprimand difference. In other words, teachers that had a greater difference
between their actual and perceived praise tended to have a greater difference between
their actual and perceived reprimand. Future research directions and implications for
teacher praise training to improve classroom management is discussed.
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Middle School and High School Teachers' Actual and Perceived Use of
Praise and Reprimand
Introduction

Effective classroom management is positively related to student participation and
ultimately student academic success (Reinke, Lewis-Palmer, & Merrell, 2008).
Unfortunately, many teachers report that they lack experience and preparation in dealing
with student behavioral challenges (Coalition for Psychology in the Schools and
Education, 2006; Martin, Linfoot, & Stephenson, 1999), are ill-equipped to address
students' mental health needs related to behavioral challenges (Reinke et al., 2008), and
would benefit from additional behavior management training (Dutton Tillery,

Varjas,

Meyers, & Collins, 2010). Effective classroom management is key to effective teaching
because student disruptive behavior is minimized, which aids positive learning and social
outcomes (Trussell, 2008).
Poor classroom management may also be related to teacher stress and burnout
(Kyriacou, 2001) because dealing with high-levels of student misbehavior is emotionally
demanding and stressful (Dicke, Elling, Schmeck, & Leutner, 2015). When teachers
experience ongoing stress, it may negatively impact their social-psychological well-being
and in turn influence how they address classroom management, student misbehavior, and
the relationships they have with their students (Dicke et al., 2015). Classroom
management training may help prevent teacher stress and burnout. For example, Dicke et
al. (2015) found that approximately 40% of teachers who received classroom
management training (consisting of classroom rules and procedures, organization,
maintenance, interpersonal relationships, problematic behavior, communication, and
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initial classroom environment) reported less rumination (i.e., less thinking about
worrisome thoughts) and emotional exhaustion.
One classroom management tool that effectively decreases student misbehavior is
teacher praise (Pas, Cash, O'Brennan Debnam, & Bradshaw, 2015). Higher rates of
teacher praise and lower rates of teacher reprimand can positively impact classroom
climate and how teachers manage student behavior in their classroom (Spilt, Leflot,
Onghena, & Colpin, 2016). For instance, higher praise to reprimand ratios are associated
with appropriate student behavior, increased rates of student on-task behavior, positive
learning environments, and enhanced student engagement (Nafpaktitis, Mayer, &
Butterworth, 1985; Stitcher, Lewis, Whittaker, Richter, & Trussell, 2009). The next
section will review the literature regarding praise and reprimand definitions, teacher
training, and rates.
Teacher Praise and Reprimand
Definitions.

Praise is defined as a verbal statement or gesture that signals teacher

approval of a desired student behavior that goes beyond providing feedback for a correct
academic response (Reinke et al., 2008). For example, a teacher who says, "great job"
after a student correctly works through a math problem, would be considered praise.
However, a teacher who says, "you are right" or "yes" after a student provides the correct
academic response would not be considered praise.
Praise is commonly categorized into two types, general praise (GP) and behavior
specific praise (BSP; Floress & Jenkins, 2015; Reinke, Stormont, Herman, Wachsmuth,
& Newcomer, 2015). GP is defined as "any nonspecific verbalization or gesture that

expresses a favorable judgment on an activity, product, or attribute of the student"
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(Floress & Jenkins, 2015, p. 4), whereas BSP is defined as "any specific verbalization or
gesture that expresses a favorable judgement on an activity, product, or attribute of the
student" (Floress & Jenkins, 2015, p.4). For example, "good job" would be considered
GP because it expresses approval without explicitly identifying an action or characteristic
associated with the student. On the other hand, "Nice job coloring in the lines" would be
considered BSP because it provides clear feedback related to an explicit action performed
by the student.
When teachers are trained to increase their use of BSP, student compliance, on
task behavior, and appropriate behavior improve (Brophy, 1981; Chalk & Bizo, 2004;
Sutherland, Wehby, & Copeland, 2000). Recommended guidelines for the effective use
of BSP include: the teacher delivering BSP near the student who performed the behavior
that was approved, the teacher delivering BSP consistently when the approved behavior
is observed, and the teacher delivering BSP contingent on student effort (rather than the
student's ability; Conroy, Snyder, Al-Hendawi, & Vo, 2009; Simonsen, Fairbanks,
Briesch, Myers, & Sugai, 2008).
Reprimands are defined as "verbal comments or gestures made by the teacher
indicating disapproval of student behavior" (Reinke et al., 2008, p 318). Reinke et al.
(2015) described reprimands as either explicit and harsh. Explicit reprimands were
defined as a "verbal comment or gesture by the teacher to indicate disapproval of
behavior; concise (brief) in a normal speaking tone" (Reinke et al., 2015, p. 1 63). An
example of an explicit reprimand is a teacher stating, "You need to have a seat" in
response to a child walking around the room when the expectation is for students to be
seated. Harsh reprimands were defined as a "verbal comment or gesture to indicate
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disapproval of behavior using a voice louder than typical for the setting or harsh, critical,
or sarcastic tone" and lasts for 30 seconds or longer (Reinke et al.,

2015, p. 163; Reinke,

Herman, & Stormont, 2013). Examples of harsh reprimands include statements such as "I
will not tell you again!" (e.g., said in a raised voice that is strained) or "Do you think that
was the right choice?" (e.g., using a sarcastic tone) compared to an explicit reprimand
that instructs the student what to do instead (e.g. get back to work) after the presence of
an undesired behavior (Reinke, Herman, & Stormont,

2013).

In the current study, GP and BSP definitions were used; however, reprimand
definitions were further divided into four categories (i.e., mild, medium, harsh, and
gesture). Mild reprimand is defined similarly to explicit reprimand used in the Reinke et
al.

(2015) study.

Likewise, harsh reprimand is defined using the same definition used in

the Reinke et al. study. However, after the principal investigator assisted in reviewing and
coding teacher data for a video pilot project (Floress, Zoder-Martell, Beaudoin, &
Yehling, under review), additional reprimand categories (i.e. medium and gestural
reprimands) were observed and are used in the current study (see methods section for
definitions). Harsh reprimands were rarely observed during video coding; however,
teachers were frequently observed to use sarcasm when reprimanding students, which
qualitatively appeared different than simply directing students to change their behavior.
For this reason, medium reprimands were coded in the current study. Gestural reprimands
were also observed in the video pilot study (Floress et al., under review), and Nafpaktitis,
Mayer, and Butterworth

(1985) included nonverbal gestures in their praise and reprimand

definitions. For this reason, reprimand gestures were coded in the current study. Next,
teachers' natural use of praise and reprimand is reviewed.
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Teachers' natural use of praise and reprimand.

When teachers are trained to

increase their use of BSP, student on-task behavior increases (Allday et al., 2012; Chalk
& Bizo, 2004; Sutherland et al., 2000; Thompson, Marchant, Anderson, Prater, & Gibb,

2012) and student disruptive behavior decreases (Reinke, Lewis-Palmer, & Martin, 2007;
Reinke et al., 2008; Sutherland et al., 2000). Unfortunately, in the absence of consultation
or intervention, teachers use praise infrequently (Floress, Jenkins, Reinke, & McKown,
2017b; Fullerton, Conroy, & Correa, 2009). When teacher praise is used correctly it is
positively related to student academic success and negatively related to student disruptive
behavior (Hawkins & Heflin, 2011; Kem & Clemens, 2007; Akin-Little, Eckert, Lovett,
& Little 2004). When teachers praise student appropriate behavior, students are less

likely to misbehave which contributes to an overall positive classroom climate (Reinke,
Herman, & Stormont, 2013). Examining what strategies teachers use in the absence of
training or consultation (i.e., naturally) may assist in determining teachers' professional
development needs (Jenkins, Floress, & Reinke, 2015). Teachers' natural use of praise
and reprimand may also be an indicator of a teachers' effective classroom management
skills (Floress et al., 2017b ).
Although there are few studies that have examined teachers' natural praise to
reprimand ratios (Jenkins et al. 2015), researchers have been examining the natural use of
these strategies since the 70s. White (1975) was one of the first to examine teachers'
natural use of praise and reprimand, which she referred to as teacher "approval" and
"disapproval" (p. 368). White and colleagues collected 8,340 minutes of direct
observation data across first through twelfth grade classrooms and concluded that
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teachers' use of praise and reprimand declined as teachers taught older grades, however,
praise declined more dramatically than reprimand (1975).
In a review of the natural praise rate literature, Jenkins et al., (2015) re-examined
White's praise data and Floress, Caldwell, Beaudoin, & Yehling (in preparation) re
examined White's reprimand data into early elementary (i.e., first and second grade), late
elementary (i.e., third through fifth grade), middle school (i.e., sixth through eighth
grade), and high school (i.e., ninth, tenth, and twelfth grade). First and second grade,
teachers delivered 43.7 praises and 33 .2 reprimands on average per hour (1.3 to 1 ratio);
third through fifth grade teachers delivered 21.0 praises and 31.2 reprimands per hour
(.67 to 1 ratio); middle school teachers used 17.1 praises and 28.1 reprimands per hour
(0.61 to 1 ratio); and high school teachers used 8.4 praises and 15.0 reprimands per hour
(.56 to 1 ratio; Jenkins et al., 2015, p. 467; Floress et al., in preparation, p. 6; White,
1975).
Heller and White (1975) also examined junior high school teachers' natural use of
praise and reprimand during teacher instruction to determine if teachers praised and
reprimanded students differently based on reading ability. Results indicated that students
in the low (below grade level for national norms) reading ability group received more
teacher reprimands (38.1 reprimands per hour) compared to students in the high (at or
above grade level for national norms) reading ability group (24.3 reprimands per hour;
Heller & White, 1975). There may be other factors that influence teacher' praise and
reprimand rates, like student' academic performance (Heller & White, 1975).
Nafpaktitis, Mayer, and Butterworth (1985) examined teachers' natural use of
praise and reprimand. Specifically, the researchers examined the relation between teacher
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approval and disapproval of appropriate and inappropriate student behavior. Results of
the study concluded that high rates of praise (or approval) during inappropriate (off-task
behavior) was related to higher rates of disruptive behavior. Teachers with low rates of
reprimand and higher rates of praise were associated with high rates of student on-task
behavior. The authors concluded that these findings provided evidence that high rates of
teacher praise may be related to appropriate student behavior and low rates of teacher
praise may be related to inappropriate student behavior. Furthermore, teacher reprimands
were positively related to student off-task and disruptive behavior in the classroom
(Nafpaktitis et al. , 1985).
It is commonly recommended that teachers should provide a four to one praise to
reprimand ratio (Loveless 1996; Walker, Ramsey, & Gresham, 2004). In other words,
teachers should provide four praises to every reprimand. This recommendation is
supported by Nafpaktitis et al. (1985) in that appropriate student behavior increased with
higher rates of approval (i.e., praise) and lower rates of disapproval (i.e., reprimand).
Furthermore, other studies have found that high teacher praise to reprimand ratios are
related to increases in student academic engagement, positive and productive learning
environments, and student appropriate behavior (Nafpaktitis et al. , 1985; Stitcher et al.,
2009). No study has compared teachers' actual or observed praise and reprimand rates to
their perceived praise to reprimand rates. However, teachers who understand how to
effectively manage student classroom behavior, are more likely to use effective
management strategies in the classroom when comparing self-reported strategies with
observed strategies (Clunies-Ross, Little, & Kienhuis, 2008).
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Clunies-Ross et al., (2008) studied how teachers self-reported classroom
management strategies in relation to actual use of classroom management strategies. Of
the 97 teachers that completed questionnaires on teacher management strategies, 20 of
those teachers were observed by recording management strategies and student on-task
behavior. Comparison of the questionnaires and observation concluded that teacher self
reports matched actual practice and teachers were more likely to report the use of more
effective, proactive management strategies (e.g., active listening). The next section looks
at teacher training and teachers' perceptions of praise and reprimand.
Teacher Training and Perceptions of Praise and Reprimand

When teachers receive training in evidence-based classroom management
techniques, student and teaching outcomes improve (i.e. enhanced student engagement,
appropriate student behavior, better organized instruction) compared to teachers who do
not receive training (Evertson, 1985). Many teachers do not receive training or are
inadequately trained, and as a result are not prepared to manage student classroom
behavior. Begeny and Martens (2006) conducted a study on empirically based behavioral
instruction practices with 110 pre-service teachers enrolled in elementary, secondary, or
special education master's degree programs. Results showed that teachers felt
inadequately trained in behavioral instruction practices, strategies, and programs (Begeny
& Martens, 2006).
Teachers' perceptions of their behavior management skills (e.g. praise) may also
be an indicator of their effective use of these skills. For example, teachers who are
directly trained to use behavior management skills via self-monitoring and performance
feedback methods, may be more likely to maintain their skills after training ends. Oliver,
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Wehby, and Nelson (2015) trained four second-grade teachers (with high rates of
disruptive classroom behavior) to use the Good Behavior Game (GBG), an evidence
based classroom management strategy. GBG is implemented by deciding the schedule of
the game, clearly defining the negative behaviors to be scored, and then choosing the
rewards for the winning team (i.e., the team who has the fewest negative behaviors). The
teacher introduces the game to the class and puts the game into action. Teachers were
taught how to implement the GBG via self-monitoring and performance feedback (Oliver
et al., 2015). Prior to training, none of the teachers used the GBG. During implementation
of the GBG, when teachers received performance feedback and self-monitored, their
implementation accuracy ranged from 85-100%. Teachers also reported to be highly
satisfied with self-monitoring and indicated that self-monitoring would be beneficial
when learning to implement other academic or behavioral strategies (Oliver et al., 2015).
These findings relate to the current study because they highlight that teachers who are
trained via performance feedback and self-monitoring methods became more
knowledgeable and accurate in their use of the GBG. Teachers who are more
knowledgeable and accurate in their implementation of evidence-based strategies (e.g.,
praise), may use these strategies more effectively (i.e. use a higher praise to reprimand
ratio).
Self-monitoring has also been incorporated into teachers' use of praise (Kalis,
Vannest, & Parker, 2007; Sutherland & Wehby, 2001; Simonsen, MacSuga, Fallon, &
Sugai, 2013). Kalis and colleagues (2007) examined whether training a teacher to self
monitor praise use would increase her use of praise. The teacher was a first-year high
school teacher who taught five self-contained students identified with EBD (emotional-
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behavioral disorders). At baseline, on average, the teacher used 1.75 total praise
statements, which significantly increased at intervention (21 total praise statements;
effect size 0.92). Praise rates also remained high after training (23 total praise statements;
Kalis et al.,

2007, p. 24). Similar findings were

found for OP

and BSP. At baseline, the

teacher used 1.75 OP statements and 0 BSP statements. During intervention, GP
statements increased to 16.66 and BSP statements increased to 4.43. Both GP and BSP
had large effect sizes 0.84 and 0.91, respectively (Kalis et al., 2007, p. 24-25).
Performance feedback is another training method, that when used effectively,
increases teachers' use of praise. Reinke et al. (2007) examined the impact of visual
performance feedback on teachers' use of BSP using a multiple baseline design. Three
general education elementary teachers received daily visual feedback showing their use
of BSP with six targeted students. Results demonstrated that when visual feedback was
applied, teachers' BSP increased systematically across all three teachers. The findings of
this study along with the results from the Oliver, Wehby, and Nelson (2015) study,
suggest that when teachers are taught to self-monitor or receive performance feedback,
their use of praise increases.
No study has examined teachers' perceptions of their own use of praise. However,
in an unpublished dissertation, Assuah (2010) examined students' perceptions of their
teachers' use of praise. Interestingly, teachers may think they are praising their students
more frequently than their students think they are receiving praise. In this dissertation,
high school math teachers were asked to report how often they thought they were praising
their students and compared this to how often students thought they were receiving praise
(Assuah, 2010). Teachers thought they praised and encouraged students in their high
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school algebra and geometry classes significantly more often than the students reported
receiving teachers' praise and encouragement. This is an interesting finding because it
gives insight into both teachers' and students' perspectives regarding teachers' use of
praise in the classroom; however, it does not answer whether teachers are aware of how
often they actually praise students. To date, no study has examined teachers' perceived
use of praise and reprimand in comparison to their actual or observed use of praise and
reprimand.
Theory for Teachers' Perceived Use of Praise and Reprimand
Performance feedback and self-monitoring may be effective training methods
because teachers become aware of their performance by being taught to evaluate their
own performance in comparison to a set training criterion. Teachers learn to assess their
strengths and weaknesses, identify specific skills or actions that will improve their
performance, and strive to match their performance to the set criterion (Kennedy &
McGarthy,

2015). Teachers who are trained to increase their use of praise via feedback or

who increase their use of praise via tracking how often they praise (i.e., self-monitor),
may easily increase their use of praise because they learn to be more aware of what they
are doing. Reinke et al. found that when teachers were trained to use classroom
management strategies (e.g., praise) and received visual performance feedback, they
increased their use of GP and BSP. In addition, after teachers were trained to implement
classroom management strategies, their use of reprimands decreased along with
classroom disruptive behavior (2008).
Using self-monitoring and performance feedback to increase teachers' use of
praise are both supported by Bandura's social learning theory (1968). Social learning
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theory is an agentic concept (e.g., it is influential to the course of events based on one's
actions; Bandura, 1968) which is comprised of a triadic structure consisting of
behavioral, environmental, and personal causal factors (Bandura, 2001). This means that
human functioning is a product of the interactions between behaviors individuals engage
in, the environmental factors that play a role in the individual's life, and interpersonal
influences (Bandura, 2001; Bandura, 2005). Bandura also incorporated the idea of
modeling into his behavioral theory which states that one's own behavior develops from
referential performance in comparison to one's own self-performance (Bandura, 1986).
Modeling is related to referential performance in that individuals are working towards a
specific standard to establish change (Bandura, 1991). Additionally, both modeling and
self-monitoring are used to evaluate one's own performance in comparison with one's
personal standards and how others perform (Bandura, 1991).
Self-monitoring and performance feedback are purported to be effective in
increasing teacher praise because teachers become more aware of their current
performance through self-evaluation and feedback in comparison to set training criterion.
Teachers likely increase their use of praise because they become more aware of the
difference between their current performance and the set criterion. This is aligned with
Bandura's social learning theory because of the interaction of the three factors: behaviors,
intrapersonal influences, and environment. For instance, teachers' own performance and
attributes (i.e. intrapersonal influences) may be influenced by environmental factors (i.e.,
the classroom or other individuals that the teacher works or interacts with) which further
influence how the teacher performs (i.e., behavior). The next section will go over the
literature summary and the impact of the current study.
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Literature Summary and Impact of Proposed Research

Effective classroom management is important for student academic success
(Reinke et al., 2008). Unfortunately, many teachers lack training and preparation in
dealing with student b�havioral challenges (Coalition for Psychology in the School and
Education, 2006; Martin et al., 1999). Providing effective classroom management
training (e.g., how to effectively implement praise) would better prepare teachers to
manage student behavior (Dutton Tillery et al., 2010). Praise is an easy to use, effective
classroom management tool that can positively impact classroom climate (Spilt et al.,
2016). When teachers are trained to increase their use of BSP, student compliance, on
task behavior, and appropriate behavior improve (Brophy, 1981; Chalk & Bizo, 2004;
Sutherland et al., 2000). Although a higher praise to reprimand ratio is recommended
(i.e., 4 to 1; Loveless 1996; Walker, Ramsey, & Gresham, 2004), research from more
than four decades ago (White, 1975) and more recent research (Floress et al., in
preparation) suggest that middle and high school teachers' natural total praise to total
reprimand ratios are much lower than this recommendation (approximately 1 to 1).
Few studies have examined teachers' natural praise and reprimand rates and of
those studies the most recent (Nafpaktitis et al., 1985) was published more than three
decades ago. Teacher's natural use of praise has been studied more recently among
preschool, kindergarten, and kindergarten through fifth grade classrooms (Floress,
Berlinghof, Radar, & Riedesel, 2017a; Floress & Jenkins, 2015; Floress et al., 2017b);
however, only one recent study (Floress et al., in preparation) has examined rates among
middle or high school classrooms and the Floress et al. study, only total praise to total
reprimand rates were examined. Therefore, additional studies are needed that examine
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teachers' use of different praise and reprimand types among middle and high school
classrooms in the absence of intervention (or training). This information is likely to
inform universal professional development and give an idea of where teachers
absence

(in the

of training) compare to recommended standards (i.e. , more BSP than GP).

Additionally, no study has examined whether teachers with high praise to
reprimand ratios have a higher frequency of praise than those teachers with low praise to
reprimand ratios. Understanding whether teachers with high praise to reprimand ratios are
more likely to accurately identify their use of praise and reprimand may also be helpful
for professional development training. If teachers with higher praise to reprimand ratios
are more likely to accurately report their use of praise and reprimand, their (accurate)
awareness may be an indicator that professional development supports are not needed.
On the other hand, if teachers with lower praise to reprimand ratios are unaware of their
use of praise and reprimand, these teachers may benefit from self-monitoring or
performance feedback training to increase their use of praise. These training methods
may be beneficial to increasing teachers' praise to reprimand ratios (especially among
those who are unaware of their use of these strategies) because social learning theory
suggests

that when teachers self-monitor or receive feedback regarding their

performance, they are more aware of their performance. Therefore, it is likely that
teachers who are more aware of their performance, also praise at a higher rate because
they compare their performance with a set standard (i.e., strive for a higher praise to
reprimand ratio). Along these same lines, if teachers with low praise to reprimand ratios
are unaware of their use of these strategies, teaching them to self-monitor or providing
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them performance feedback may help them achieve a higher praise to reprimand ratio and
increase their awareness of their use of these strategies.
As noted, previous literature has been inadequate regarding teachers' natural
praise and reprimand rates and currently no study has examined how often teachers think
they praise and reprimand. Therefore, the current study has two aims. The first is to
extend the literature in this area by examining the frequency of middle and high school
teachers use of different praise and reprimand types. A second aim of this study is to
examine middle and high school teachers' perceptions of their praise and reprimand use
to determine whether teachers with higher praise to reprimand ratios are more accurate in
their perceived rates compared to teachers with lower praise to reprimand ratios. The
following research questions are posed:
1) What are the praise and reprimand rates by type among middle and high
school general education teachers? It is hypothesized that middle and high school
teachers will use more GP than BSP (Floress & Jenkins, 2015; Floress et al., 2017a). It is
also hypothesized that middle and high school teachers will use more mild reprimands
than any other type of reprimand (i.e., medium, harsh, or gestural; Gable Hester, Rock, &
Hughes, 2009).
2) Are teachers' perceptions of their use of praise consistent with their actual or
observed use of praise? In other words, is there a relation between teachers' reported use
of praise and their actual use of praise? Currently, no study has examined whether
teachers' perceptions of praise are related to their actual use of praise; therefore, no
specific predictions were made.
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3) Are teachers' perceptions of their use of reprimand consistent with their actual
use of reprimand? In other words, is there a relation between teachers' reported use of
reprimand and their actual use of reprimand? As with praise, no study has examined
whether teachers' perceptions of reprimand are related to their actual use of reprimand;
therefore, no specific predictions were made.

4)

Is there a relationship between teachers praise to reprimand ratios and their

praise and reprimand accuracy? When self-monitoring and performance feedback
strategies were implemented (i.e., teachers were more aware of their use of praise)
teacher's use of praise increased (Reinke et al., 2008). However, no study has examined
the relation between praise to reprimand ratios and teachers' accurate perception of their
use of praise and reprimand. Therefore, it is hypothesized that teachers with higher praise
to reprimand ratios will be more accurate in their use of praise and reprimand than
teachers with lower praise to reprimand ratios.
Method
Participants and Setting
This study consisted of sixty-six middle school and high school, general education
teacher participants from Central Illinois. Data collected for this study was combined
with data collected from a previous study (Floress et al., in preparation). There were
seven middle schools and eight high schools that participated in this current study. Of the
66 participants, 25 were middle school teachers and 4 1 were high school teachers (see
Table 1). Participants ranged in age from 23-67 years (mean=39). All participants held a
teaching certificate. Twenty-one teachers held a bachelor's degree and 45 teachers held a
master's degree. Most participants were female ( 7 1 %) and Caucasian (98%). Teaching
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experience was well distributed across the sample (see Table 1) and approximately half
of teachers (47%) reported that they took a behavior management class as a part of their
teacher education program.
To participate, teachers needed to teach at least 20-minutes of lecture-based
instruction. For example, traditional lecture-based classes with teacher-led instruction
included Science, Math, English, or Social Studies classes. Teachers that taught less
traditional classes (e.g., Music and Art) were also invited to participate

ifstudents were

expected to be attentive to a teacher-led lecture (i.e. students were expected to look at and
listen to the teacher at the front of the classroom) for at least a 20-minute period. Special
education teachers and teachers who did not teach for a least 20-minutes of lecture-based
instruction were excluded from participating (e.g., P.E., study hall, band). The reason for
this was to ensure observations were consistent across classroom settings and
participants. The first 40 teachers that participated in the 20-minute observation and
returned their questionnaire received a gift card (valued at $5). After 40 gift cards were
distributed, participants received chocolate.
Materials and Instruments
Teacher demographic questionnaire. The teacher demographic questionnaire

included 13 questions (see Appendix C). Demographic questions were completed after
the teacher was observed. The questionnaire asked teachers to provide the following: sex,
age, race, years of teaching experience, education level, teacher certification and type of
teaching certificate (e.g., general education or special education), specialized training or
professional development (e.g., crisis management training), location that the specialized
training or professional development took place, grade and subject of the class that was
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observed (e.g. freshman English), a description of the student population in the class that
was observed (e.g., only general ed. students, mostly general ed. students etc.), and a
rating of behavioral difficulty (e.g., much less difficult, somewhat less difficult, etc.) for
the class that was observed compared to other classes that the teacher had taught in the
past.
Teacher perception of praise and reprimand form.

Teacher perception of their

use of praise and reprimand was obtained using the teacher perception of praise and
reprimand fonn (see Appendix D). This fonn included five rating scales where teachers
were provided a definition for each type of praise (i.e., GP and BSP) and reprimand (i.e.
mild, medium, harsh, and gesture) and then asked how many times they used each type of
praise and reprimand within a 20-minute lesson (lecture). The teachers were directed to
answer by circling the frequency of each type of praise and reprimand on a number line
that ranged from 0-20. The definitions used on the teacher perception of praise and
reprimand fonn were the same operational definitions used by observers to collect direct
observation data (see operational definitions below). The teacher perception of praise and
reprimand fonn asked teachers to indicate the frequency that they use each type of praise
and reprimand within a 20-minute observation, so that their ratings lined-up with the
actual length of the direct observation (20-rninutes). Teachers were provided a number
line to rate their frequency ranging from 0-20, because (based on prior research; Floress
& Jenkins, 2015) it was unlikely teachers would provide more than 20 praises or

reprimands per a 20-minute observation (i.e., praise or reprimand more than once per
minute).
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Praise and reprimand data collection form. The

praise and reprimand data

collection form was used to collect praise and reprimand frequency data during a 20minute classroom observation. The form (see Appendix A) contained 20, I -minute
intervals. Each interval was divided into praise and reprimand type and delivery (see
operational definitions below). Praise was broken down into two types (GP and BSP) and
reprimand was broken down into four types (mild medium, harsh, and gesture). This form
allowed observers to also measure how teachers deliver praise and reprimands (i.e., to
individual students, a small cluster of students, or a large group of students). For this
study, teacher delivery of praise and reprimand was not examined, so definitions for
delivery will not be discussed.
To complete the form, trained research assistants (two undergraduate and three
graduate students) listed the date of the observation, the school code, and the teacher code
(school and teacher codes are given to ensure school and teacher information is kept
confidential). Observers used a cued audio tape that aligned with each of the 20, I-minute
intervals on the form. Observers watched the teacher during each I-minute interval and
marked the frequency of praise and reprimand used within each interval. Observers also
wrote the verbatim statement or gesture for each praise or reprimand observed during the
20-minute observation. Noted below are the operational definitions that were used to
code praise and reprimand.

Operational definition: Praise type. Praise was coded into two categories: GP
and BSP. GP was coded as any nonspecific verbalization or gesture that expresses a
favorable judgement on an activity, product, or attribute of the student. Examples
include: "Great'', "Nice Work'', "Thank you", or thumbs up (see Appendix E). BSP was
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coded as any specific verbalization or gesture that expresses a favorable judgment on an
activity, product, or attribute of the student. Examples include: "That is a pretty picture
you made! ,,, "Good job getting right to work", "terrific job coloring your project", or
"You are sitting like I askcd"-gives star (see Appendix E).

Operational definition: Reprimand type. Reprimands were coded into four
categories: mild, medium, harsh, and gesture. A mild reprimand was any concise (brief)
verbal comment (using a normal speaking tone) that indicated disapproval of a student(s)
behavior. The verbal comment could be an instruction following student misbehavior or a
"redirection" of student behavior. Disagreeing with a student with the absence of sarcasm
or a critical tone would be identified as a mild reprimand. Examples include: "No thank
you", "Not now" or "That is not how we treat our friends,, (see Appendix E).
A medium reprimand was defined as any verbal comment (using a sarcastic or
critical tone) that indicated disapproval of a student(s) behavior. The verbal comment
could be in the form of a question that was disapproving and had a mocking, rude, or
critical tone. A sarcastic reprimand was marked if the teacher disagreed with the child
using a critical tone. Examples include: "No it is not cold in here! ,, (critical) or "Is that
your best work?" (critical, mocking), or "I don't remember telling you to write about
mumpkins!" (sarcastic; see Appendix E).
Harsh reprimand was defined as any verbal comment (using a louder than typical
tone for the setting) that indicated disapproval of a student(s) behavior. Harsh reprimand
was marked if the reprimand implied negative consequences (e.g. a threat). Examples
include: "One more outburst and no recess" (threat) or "How many times do I need to
remind you to put your homework folder in your backpack!" (see Appendix E).
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A reprimand gesture was defined as any gesture (without speaking) that indicated
disapproval of student behavior (e.g., hands on hips). A reprimand gesture would be
marked if a teacher physically guided a child's body to a preferred area or activity.
Examples include: Teacher puts her hands on hips with a disapproving look towards
students or a teacher shakes his or her head at a student when the student is disrupting
class.
Inter-observer agreement.

Of the 66, 20-minute observations, 38% were

collected using two observers so interobserver agreement (IOA) could be calculated for
total praise, praise types, total reprimand, and reprimand types. IOA was calculated using
percent agreement (i.e., the number of agreements divided by the number of agreements
plus disagreements; Mudford, Taylor, & Martin, 2009). Average IOA for praise was:
BSP (98%, range 90%-100%), GP (92%, range 60%-100%), and total praise (95%, range
80%-1 00%). Average JOA for mild reprimand was (95%, range 78%-100%), medium
(98%, range 86%-100%), harsh (100%, range 95%-100%), gesture (98%, range 90%100%), and total reprimand (98%, range 90%-100%). IOA percentages indicated
consistent and acceptable reliability among observers.
Direct Observation Training

Five research assistants (two undergraduate and three graduate students) were
trained to collect direct observation data. First, research assistants reviewed the
operational definitions for praise type (i.e., BSP and GP) and reprimand type (i.e., mild,
medium, harsh, and gesture, see Appendix E). Examples and non-examples of each type
of praise and reprimand were discussed, and research assistants were encouraged to ask
questions. Next, each assistant coded three training videos and were required to
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demonstrate � 80% IOA with a previously trained assistant. Then the research assistant
needed to code live in a classroom and demonstrate � 80% IOA with a previously trained
assistant before they were considered trained and were sent out to collect direct
observation data independently.
Procedures

IRB approval and then permission from school administrators (to recruit middle
and high school teacher participants) was secured. Next, teachers were sent a recruiting
flyer (see Appendix F) which provided a brief description of the study and the
requirements for participation in the study. Teachers were not informed that praise and
reprimand would be observed. Teachers that agreed to participate provided optimal times
for observations to take place (i.e. times when they were likely to engage in a lecture for
at least 20-minutes). To ensure confidentiality, each teacher was assigned an ID code. ID
codes were used on classroom observation forms and teacher questionnaires.
Praise and reprimand data collection forms were used by the researcher and five
trained research assistants to collect praise (i.e, GP and BSP) and reprimand (i.e., mild,
medium, harsh, and gesture) data. All but one observation was completed in a single, 20minute observation. After the observation was completed, the observer provided the
teacher with the demographic questionnaire and teacher perception of praise and
reprimand form. The researcher followed-up with the teacher to prompt the teacher to
complete and return the forms in a sealed envelope (provided by the researcher) to the
school office to be picked up by the researcher or a research assistant.
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Data Analysis

To answer research question one, what are the rates of praise and reprimand type
among middle and high school general education teachers, praise and reprimand types
were collected via direct observations. Frequency counts for praise type (i.e., GP and
BSP) were totaled from each 20-minute teacher observation. Similarly, frequency counts
for reprimand type (i.e., mild, medium, harsh, and gesture) were totaled from each 20minute teacher observation. Total praise (adding GP and BSP) and total reprimand
(adding mild, medium, harsh, and gesture) were also calculated. So that the results of the
current study can be compared to prior research, praise and reprimand per minute and per
hour were calculated. The first hypothesis, that middle and high school teachers will use
more GP than BSP, was analyzed using a t-test for dependent means. The second
hypothesis, that middle and high school teachers will use more mild reprimand than any
other type of reprimand (i.e., medium, harsh, or gestural), was analyzed using an
ANOVA for repeated measures.
The second question, are teachers' perceptions of their use of praise consistent
with their actual use of praise, was analyzed using Pearson's r correlational statistic.
Pearson's r is a correlation coefficient that is used to determine if there is a relation
between two variables (i.e., teachers' perceptions of their use of praise and their actual
use of praise). The correlation coefficient can range from a negative relation (-1) to a
positive relation (1) depending on the type of relation between the two variables (Taylor,
1 990). Pearson's r values with a p-value of .05 or lower will be considered significant.

This analysis was used with each type of praise (i.e., BSP and GP) and total praise to
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determine if there was a relation between perceived and actual praise among middle and
high school teachers.
The third question, are teachers' perceptions of their use of reprimand consistent
with their actual use of reprimand, was analyzed using Pearson's r correlational statistic.
This analysis was used with each type of reprimand (i.e., mild, medium, harsh, and
gesture) and total reprimand to determine ifthere was a relation between perceived and
actual reprimand among the middle and high school teachers.
The final research question, is there a relationship between teachers praise to
reprimand ratios and their praise and reprimand accuracy, than teachers with lower praise
to reprimand ratios, was also analyzed using Pearson's r correlational statistic. This
analysis was used to determine if there was a relationship between three variables: actual
and perceived praise difference, actual and perceived reprimand difference, and praise to
reprimand ratio. Praise difference and reprimand difference was computed by finding the
absolute value between each teacher's total perceived and total actual praise and
reprimand. Praise to reprimand ratio was calculated by finding the greatest common
divisor (gcd) between each participant's total actual praise and total actual reprimand.
Praise to reprimand ratios were calculated by dividing each praise and reprimand actual
total to the computed gcd. For example, one participant had 9 total actual praises and 3
total actual reprimands. The gcd was 3. therefore, praise to reprimand ratio was 3 : I (9/3
and 3/3).
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Results
Observations

The primary researcher and five research assistants collected 66, 20-minute direct
observations (i.e., 1,320 minutes or 22 hours) across middle and high school teachers.
Frequencies of teacher praise type (i.e., GP or BSP) and reprimand type (mild, medium,
harsh, or gesture) during teacher-led class-wide instruction were recorded. A total of 496
incidents of praise and reprimand were recorded. Across the 66 teachers, there were 186
incidents of GP and 44 incidents of BSP. There were 197 incidents of mild reprimand, 28
incidents of medium reprimand, 9 incidents of harsh reprimand, and 32 incidents of
. gesture reprimand.
One teacher (67th participant) was excluded from data analysis because her actual
mild reprimand rates (50 total mild reprimands in a 20-minute observation) significantly
exceeded the frequency rating range (0-20 per 20 min) on the teacher perceptions of
praise and reprimand form. Additionally, her other reprimand rates were higher than
typically observed (3 medium, 14 harsh, and 20 gesture). Since this teacher was not
provided a form that would have given her the opportunity to accurately report her actual
use of reprimands (given she exceeded the maximum, 20 per 20 min) and her
significantly higher rates of overall reprimands, her data was removed from the sample
(see limitations and future research for additional discussion).
Praise and Reprimand Frequency and Rates

To answer research question one (What are the praise and reprimand rates among
middle and high school general education teachers?), praise and reprimand frequencies
were collected from each 20-minute teacher observation. Across all 66 teachers, the
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average rate of total praise was 10.45 per hour (total rate for the 20-minutes time 3 and
then divided by total participants to get the average rate per hour. (230

x

3)/66= 10.45)

and the average rate of total reprimand was 12.09 per hour (see Table 2). The average
rate of GP was 8.45 per hour and the average rate of BSP was 2 per hour. The average
rate of mild reprimand was 8.95 per house, medium was 1 .28 per hour, harsh was 0.41
per hour, and gesture was 1 .85 per hour (see Table 2). Across the 66 participants, the
average praise to reprimand ratio was 0.86 to

1 . (see Table 2 for rate per min

calculations). Of the 66 participants, 20 had more praises than reprimands. There were 3
teachers that had ratios reflecting the recommended 4: 1 praise to reprimand ratios and 4
teachers that had higher than the 4: 1 recommended ratio.
To determine whether middle and high school teachers use more GP than BSP, a
t-test for dependent means was conducted. At an alpha level of .05, results show that GP
(M= 2.82, SD = 3 .4 1 ) was used significantly more often than BSP (M= .67, SD = 1 . 7 1 ) ,
t(65)

=

5 . 3 7 , p < . 0 0 1 , (one-tailed), d = 1 .26. Therefore, the sample o f middle and high

school teachers used more GP than BSP, which was a large effect size.
To determine whether teachers used more mild reprimands than any other type of
reprimand (i.e., medium, harsh, or gesture), a one-way analysis of variance for repeated
measures was conducted. At an alpha level of .05, there was a significant difference in
reprimand frequency across the reprimand types, F(l , 65) = 35.23,p

<

.00 1 , 172 = .35

(large effect). Multiple t-tests with a Bonferroni correction further demonstrated that mild
reprimand (M = 2.98, SD = 4.83) was used significantly more than medium (M = .42, SD
= .86), d = . 75, harsh (M = .14, SD = .39), d = .64, or gesture (M = .48, SD = . 77), d = .62
reprimand. In other words, in the current sample, teachers used more mild reprimand than
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any other reprimand type. The effect size was medium for each comparison. Medium
reprimand and gesture reprimand were used significantly more often than harsh
reprimand, d = .90. In the current sample, teachers used more medium reprimands and
gesture reprimands compared to

harsh reprimands, which was a large effect. There was

no significant difference between medium reprimand and gesture reprimand. However,
there was a medium effect (d = .67) between medium reprimand and gesture reprimand.
Teacher Perceptions

To answer research question two (Are teachers' perceptions of their use of praise
consistent with their actual use of praise?) Pearson's r correlation coefficients were
calculated among actual and perceived praise types (GP, BSP, and Total praise). At an
alpha level of .05, there was a significant positive relationship between actual and
perceived general praise, r(64)

=

.27,p

=

.01 (one-tailed). In other words, participants

who were observed to use more GP also reported that they used more GP. This
relationship between actual and perceived GP had a small, close to medium effect size.
Actual GP in relation with perceived GP accounted for 7% of the variance between these
two variables. BSP r(64) = .06,p = .66 (two-tailed) and total praise r(64)

=

.20, p

=

.11

(two-tailed) were not significant (both small effect sizes). Therefore, there was not a
significant relation between teachers actual and perceived BSP (i.e., the correlation was
close to zero).
Pearson's r correlation coefficients were also calculated for observed and
perceived reprimand types (Are teachers' perceptions of their use of reprimand consistent
with their actual use of reprimand?). At an alpha level of .05, there was a significant
positive relation between actual and perceived mild reprimand r(64)

=

.37, p

=

.002 (two-
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tailed). In other words, teachers who were observed to use more mild reprimand also
reported that they used more mild reprimand, with a medium effect. Actual mild
reprimand in relation with perceived mild reprimand accounted for 14% of the variance
between the two constructs.
At an alpha level of .05, there was a significant positive relation between actual
and perceived gesture reprimand r(64)

=

.38, p = .002 (two-tailed). In other words,

participants who were observed to use more gesture reprimands also reported to use more
gesture reprimands, with a medium effect. Actual gesture reprimand in relation with
perceived gesture reprimand accounted for 14% of the variance between the two
variables.
At an alpha level of .05, there was also a significant positive relation between
actual and perceived total reprimand r(64) = . 37, p = .002 (two-tailed). In other words,
participants who were observed to use more total reprimand also reported to use more
total reprimand, with a medium effect. Actual total reprimand in relation with perceived
total reprimand accounted for 14% of the variance between the two constructs. Medium
reprimand r(64) = .17, p = .17 (two-tailed) and harsh reprimand r(64) = .12,p = .33 (two
tailed) were not significant. In other words, the relation was negligible between observed
and reported medium reprimands (small effect) and harsh reprimands (small effect).
Teacher Perceptions and Praise to Reprimand Ratios

For the fourth research question (Is there a relationship between teachers praise to
reprimand ratios and their praise and reprimand accuracy?), Pearson's r correlation
coefficients were calculated among actual and perceived praise difference, actual and
perceived reprimand difference, and praise to reprimand ratio. At an alpha of .05, results
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indicated that there was a significant positive relationship between actual and perceived
praise difference and actual and perceived reprimand difference r(64)

=

.30, p

=

.008

(one-tailed). In other words, the greater the teacher's misperception between actual and
perceived praise the greater the misperception between actual and perceived reprimand,
this was a medium effect. Teachers that had a greater difference between actual and
perceived praise were more likely to also have a greater difference between actual and
perceived reprimand. Praise difference in relation to reprimand difference accounted for
9% of variance between the two variables. However, at an alpha level of .05, praise to
reprimand ratios in relation to actual and perceived praise difference was not significant,

r(64)

=

.05,p = .34 (one-tailed). Therefore, little relation was seen between the praise to

reprimand ratios and actual and perceived praise difference, with a small effect that was
close to zero. At an alpha level of .05, there also was no significant difference among
praise to reprimand ratios in relation to actual and perceived reprimand difference, r(64)
=

.04,p = .39 (one-tailed). Additionally, there was little relation seen between praise to

reprimand ratios and actual and perceived reprimand difference, with a small effect size
close to zero. Possible accounts for these results are explored in the discussion section.
Discussion

The current study aimed to extend the literature on teachers' natural use of praise
and reprimand types among middle and high school teachers. In addition, this is the first
study to examine teachers' perceptions of praise and reprimand use compared to their
actual (or observed use). The average total praise to reprimand ratio for this study was
0.86 to 1 among middle and high school teachers and was higher than findings reported
by White ( 1 975), which was 0.58 to 1 among middle and high school teachers. Findings
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from the current study are consistent with previous study findings (Jenkins et al., 2015;
Heller and White 1975; White, 1975), in that on average teachers used more total
reprimands than total praise. When looking at reprimand types, middle and high school
teachers used mild reprimand more than any other reprimand type (medium, harsh, and
gesture). Additionally, middle and high school teachers used more general praise (GP)
than behavior specific praise (BSP). Middle and high school teachers were more accurate
in their perceived use of GP compared to their actual use of GP. Teachers were also more
accurate in their perceived use of mild, gestural, and total reprimand when compared to
their actual use of these reprimand types. Finally, middle and high school teachers that
had a larger difference between actual and perceived praise tended to have a larger
difference between actual and perceived reprimand.
In the current study, middle and high school teachers used significantly more GP
than BSP, which was consistent with prior research (Jenkins et al., 2015; Floress &
Jenkins, 201 5; Floress et al., 2017b). When looking at hourly rates from this study and
previous research, there are notable similarities. Floress & Jenkins (20 15) examined GP
and BSP among 4 kindergarten teachers. Teachers used 8.8 BSP per hour and 38.5 GP
per hour (0.23 to 1 BSP to GP ratio; Floress & Jenkins, 2015). Floress et al. (201 7b)
examined kindergarten through fifth grade teachers' use of BSP and GP in general
education classrooms. Overall, teachers used 5.9 BSP per hour and 28.9 GP per hour
(0.20 to 1 BSP to GP ratio; Floress et al., 2017b). These previously reported ratios were
consistent with the current study where overall totals of BSP and GP were 2 and 8.45,
respectively (0.24 to 1 BSP to GP ratio).
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Teachers may use more GP than BSP because many people use GP automatically
as a social nicety (e.g., "good" or "thank you"; Floress et al., 20 l 7b). Teachers may also
use BSP less often because BSP is more effortful. BSP requires an individual to think
about what the student is specifically doing (e.g., "Thank you for cleaning up your
makers"). This may be particularly difficult when teachers are trying to use BSP with
students who display behavior problems because teachers may find it challenging to
identify behavior to praise. Because GP requires less strategy it may be easier to deliver
quickly. For example, showing a child a thumbs up gesture can be delivered in less time
than telling a child they did a nice job finishing their math homework. Additionally,
teachers may use more GP because teachers determine that the student knows what the
teacher is talking about and therefore, teachers are relying on student awareness of their
directed general praise. For instance, a teacher may say "good job" after a student lines
up and may think that the student knows that the praise is connected to the specific
behavior or expectation.
It is also possible that on average teachers use more GP compared to BSP because
most teachers do not receive training on how to use praise effectively. Therefore, teachers
may not be aware of the research support for BSP (i.e., when teachers increase their rate
of BSP, student behavior improves; Brophy, 1981; Chalk & Bizo, 2004; Sutherland et al.,
2000) or that BSP is recommended over GP because students are more likely to make the
connection between the behavior they performed and teacher approval (Brophy, 1981;
Chalk & Bizo, 2004; Sutherland et al., 2000).
On average, teachers used more total reprimand than total praise. This could be
because teachers may find it easier to acknowledge and correct inappropriate or unwanted
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behavior than look for appropriate or desired behavior. As mentioned above, this may be
especially true for students who exhibit more inappropriate behavior and praise
opportunities are difficult to identify. Teachers are more likely to react to misbehavior
rather than utilize proactive strategies (e.g., praise), despite the fact that proactive
strategies are likely to deter inappropriate behavior (Clunies-Ross, Little, & Kienhuis,
2008; Little, Hudson, & Wilks, 2002; Safran & Oswald, 2003). Teachers that use reactive
strategies, tend to respond negatively to student's inappropriate behaviors instead of
responding positively to appropriate behaviors (Clunies-Ross, Little, and Kienhuis, 2008;
Little, Hudson, & Wilks, 2002). Shook (2012) found that even when teachers were
trained and aware of proactive strategies, they did not alter their previous strategies or
utilize proactive strategies when problem behaviors occurred.
Middle and high school teachers also used more mild reprimands than any other
type of reprimand (i.e., medium, harsh, gesture), which was consistent with findings
reported by Reinke et al. (2013). In the Reinke et al. study, the authors measured
kindergarten through third grade teachers' use of mild (or explicit) and harsh reprimands.
On average, the 33 teachers in the sample averaged 39 mild reprimands and 1.2 harsh
reprimands per hour (2013). In the current sample, reprimands were broken into four
categories (i.e., mild, medium, harsh, and gesture). Teachers used 8.95 mild reprimands,
1.28 medium reprimands, 0.41 harsh reprimands, and 1.85 gestural reprimands per hour.
It may not be surprising that middle and high school teachers in the current sample used
fewer mild reprimands than the kindergarten through third grade teachers in the Reinke et
al. (2013) sample. In 1975, White demonstrated that teachers total praise and total
reprimand decline as teachers taught older students.
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Teachers may use more mild reprimand (compared to any other type of
reprimand) because pointing out minor student misbehaviors may be reinforcing to
teachers (Maag, 2001 ). Approximately 95% of students comply when they receive mild
forms of reprimand (Maag, 2001). Therefore, teachers may continue to use mild
reprimands because most of the time students' behavior in the moment improves (i.e.,
unwanted behavior stops). Maag (200 I) argued that educators and society in general
consider reprimands easy to use, effective (for most children without severe behavior
problems) and an acceptable practice for handling misbehavior (Maag, 2001 ).
As previously mentioned, it may be especially difficult for teachers to find ways
to praise a student who engages in more inappropriate than appropriate behavior.
Teachers may find it intuitively easier to react to misbehavior (i.e., reprimand) than to
strategically plan and grow appropriate behavior (i.e. praise; Maag, 2001). Effective
classroom management focuses on strengthening student appropriate behaviors (e.g.,
praise) rather than relying on reprimands. This creates a positive classroom climate,
where instead of students complying to escape the threat of punishment, students are
more likely to find education and learning enjoyable (Skinner, 1972; Skinner, 2014).
There was a significant, positive relation between actual and perceived GP in the
current sample. In other words, teachers that used higher rates of GP were more likely to
report using higher rates of GP. Despite there being no previous research examining
whether teacher's perceptions of praise are related to their actual use of praise, this is an
interesting finding considering the argument that teachers use GP without thinking about
it (i.e., automatically; Floress et al., 201 7b). The findings from the current study indicate
that teachers may be more aware of their use of GP, despite the argument that teachers
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may use GP statements more automatically, which in
more habitual while teaching (Bennett,

turn, causes these statements to be

1 989). GP had a stronger correlation (.27) than

BSP (.06). When examining the data, the majority of the teachers reported that they were
using BSP (that ranged from

1 to

1 5 per 20 min), but there was no occurrence of BSP

observed. Therefore, this was reflected in the weak correlation for actual and perceived
BSP which resulted in only 0.3% of the variance shared. However, GP had a stronger
correlation with teacher's reported GP closer to the observed GP which resulted in 7% of
the variance shared (a small effect).
There was no significant correlation between actual and perceived BSP and actual
and perceived total praise. As noted above, many teachers reported using BSP when there
was no actual BSP observed. These results suggest that teachers report they are using
BSP when observations indicate that they are not. One potential explanation for this is
that teachers are aware that they should be utilizing BSP and report using BSP when, in
fact, they are not. Another possible explanation is that teachers think they are using BSP
when they are using GP, or they may not understand the difference between GP and BSP,
or they may not understand BSP. This finding may suggest that universally teachers may
benefit from explicit praise training.
Actual and perceived total praise (both GP and BSP) was also not significantly
correlated. Overall, teachers reported using a significantly larger amount total praise
(both GP and BSP) than what was actually observed. This could be due to the very weak
correlation for BSP (probability of 0.66) which is included as part of total praise. Total
praise had a probability of 0. 1 1 , which is close to the alpha level, however both BSP and
total praise had small effects. These results show that there was a very small relation
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between actual and perceived total praise. However, when looking at the variance, there
was only

4% variance that was shared between actual and perceived total praise. This

indicates that there is minimal interaction between actual and perceived praise when
looking at total praise.
Significant correlations between perceived and actual use of mild, gesture, and
total reprimand were identified. As with praise, there has been no previous research that
has examined actual and perceived reprimand. A possible explanation for a higher
correlation between actual and perceived mild reprimand could be the familiarity of what
mild reprimand is, particularly based on the definition that mild reprimand is a redirection
of student behavior. Teachers have previously reported great confidence in using
redirection as a classroom management strategy for student behavior (Leithwood &
Jantzi, 2006; Rosas & West, 2009). The significant relationship between actual and
perceived gestural reprimand could also be due to teacher beliefs that non-verbal
strategies are successful in managing student behavior (Reupert & Woodcock, 2010). A
significant positive relationship between actual and perceived total reprimand was most
likely due to the significant correlation of actual and perceived mild reprimand which
accounted for most of the total reprimand.
Most teachers reported that they used more medium reprimands than was
observed. Likewise, most teachers believed they used more harsh reprimands than was
observed. Reprimand types may have been complex given there were four types, possibly
making the categorization of perceived reprimands difficult for teachers. Teachers may
also have believed that they were delivering more severe reprimands when they were
only mild reprimands.
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In regard to the final research question, "Are teachers with higher praise to
reprimand ratios more accurate, than teachers with lower praise to reprimand ratios?'',
praise and reprimand differences in relation to praise to reprimand ratios were not
significant. The hypothesis that teachers with higher praise to reprimand ratios would be
more accurate in their use of praise and reprimand than teachers with lower praise to
reprimand ratios was not supported by the data. One possible reason for this may have to
do with teacher's self-awareness on their use of total praise and total reprimand.
Individuals that use self-monitoring strategies may be more aware or "in-tune" with their
behaviors, particularly regarding teachers and behavior management strategies. One
important question to consider is if teachers can accurately identify whether they are
more positive than negative overall? If teachers can accurately identify their use of praise
and reprimand, then strategies such as the praise training, performance feedback, and
self-monitoring should be further researched to determine if these are factors that
attribute to higher praise to reprimand rate accuracy.
Future research might examine whether teachers who have received praise
training are more accurate in their perceived use of praise and reprimand compared to
untrained teachers. As mentioned before, when teachers are trained in behavior
management, particularly the use of BSP, student compliance, on-task behavior, and
appropriate behaviors increase (Brophy,

198 1 ; Chalk & Bizo, 2004; Sutherland et al.,

2000). Results of this study did not find a significant difference in accuracy between
teachers with higher praise to reprimand ratios and teachers with lower praise to
reprimand ratios and teachers in this sample did not receive praise training. Therefore, a
lack of training may have influenced participants' perceptions of praise and reprimand in
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that they were less accurate (regardless of whether they had higher or lower praise to
reprimand ratios). Future research on teacher training is discussed in the limitations and
future research section below.
The significant positive relationship between actual and perceived praise
differences and actual and perceived reprimand difference was surprising. These findings
indicate that teachers with larger differences between actual and perceived praise tended
to have larger differences between actual and perceived reprimand. This may be
explained by teachers' overall lack of awareness for their own classroom management. In
other words, teachers may not be strategically using praise or reprimand and therefore are
not clued into how or how often they use these strategies. These results are interesting
considering future classroom management (self-monitoring or performance feedback)
training research, which may influence teachers' awareness of these large differences
between actual and perceived praise and reprimand.
Limitations and Future Research

The current study is the first to look at teacher perceptions regarding their own
use of praise and reprimand, however, there are limitations to note. One limitation is the
demographic and sample size of the teacher participants for this study. Most participants
in this study were Caucasian and came from rural Central Illinois which limits the
generalizability of the results of this study to all middle and high school teachers. Results
may differ based on teachers from suburban and urban settings, other US regions (e.g.,
east, south, or west coast), or teachers from different racial backgrounds. For example,
research suggests that students from low social-economic and racially diverse
backgrounds tend to receive differentiated patterns of behavior management treatment
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and more severe infractions than their Caucasian peers (Skiba, Michael, Nardo, &
Peterson, 2002). For example, this may have been at play with the one teacher whose
outlier data was removed from the current sample. This teacher was employed at an
urban middle school that was undergoing significant personnel, administrative, and
system-level changes. It was widely understood that working at this school was stressful
for staff, which may have influenced this teachers' use of reprimand. When teachers
report higher levels of stress, they tend to be more punitive (i.e., used more reprimands;
Floress et al., in preparation). Future research should examine rates of teacher praise and
reprimand in urban schools and the influence of stressful teaching environments on
teachers' natural use of praise and reprimand. To obtain a larger and more diverse
sample, researchers should also consider using video technology and online surveys.
Teachers could record their own use of praise and reprimand and send video footage to
researchers to code.
Another study limitation was the length and setting of the 20-min observation. To
ensure consistency across observations, observers only observed teachers during lecture
based instruction. However, this means that teacher use of praise and reprimand during
transitions or other class time (e.g., independent seat work or group work) was not
captured. It is possible that teachers' use of praise and reprimand could have been higher
or lower if these other class times were included.
In addition, each teacher was only observed once for 20-minutes. The brief, 20minute observation allowed for a larger sample of teachers to be included in the study.
For example, Floress et al. 2017b collected 200-min observations per teacher across 28
teachers. It is possible that praise and reprimand rates may have been different if
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additional observations were conducted for each teacher. For instance, some teachers had
no recorded praise or reprimand and it is possible that different rates may have been
captured with additional observations.
Finally, the time of year is a limitation that could have impacted praise and
reprimand rates. Data was collected over four academic semesters. Student behavior
and/or teachers' praise and reprimand may vary based on when the observations took
place during the school year. Future research could look specifically at different times of
the year (e.g., beginning of the school year vs. end of the school year). Future research
could look to see if there are any fluctuations in student behavior, rates of praise and
reprimand, and teacher's perceptions of their use of praise and reprimand at different
points in the year.
Given these limitations and that this is the first study to examine teachers' actual
and perceived use of praise and reprimand, additional research is sorely needed.
Researchers should consider manipulating teacher BSP training to determine whether
differences are found between rates of praise and reprimand and teachers' ability to
accurately report their use of praise and reprimand in the classroom. The current study
only included teachers who had not received praise training. Future research could look at
comparing teachers who receive BSP training (via self-monitoring and/or performance
feedback) and those who receive no training.
As previously discussed, teachers may not understand the different praise types
(GP and BSP) and may not understand how to deliver BSP correctly. Self-monitoring is
one effective teacher training tool used to increase rates of praise. Self-monitoring is a
way for teachers to be accountable of their own performance in the classroom. Previous
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research has shown that teachers trained in using BSP and self-monitoring strategies,
increased their rates of praise and those rates maintained beyond the intervention (Kalis,
et al., 2007; Oliver, Wehby, & Nelson, 2015; Pinter, East, & Thrush, 2015; Thompson et
al., 2012.).
Video, self-monitoring is one type of self-monitoring training method.
Researchers might examine whether using video, self-monitoring improves teachers' self
reported accuracy of praise and reprimand use in the classroom. Thompson and
colleagues (2012) looked at performance feedback training for increasing BSP and
teachers reported that they became more aware of their praise behavior (i.e., one teacher
mentioned that she never realized she used a certain word as much as she did) or where
their praise statements were directed (i.e., one teacher noted that she tended to favor one
side of the classroom with praise statements over the other). In addition to increased
awareness, teachers that used video feedback intervention also indicated that they would
be willing to use this intervention again (Pinter et al., 2015). Overall, self-monitoring
through the use of video feedback training is beneficial in helping teachers identify their
own classroom interactions and develop effective classroom management strategies
(Thompson et al., 2012).
Self-monitoring strategies may be more intensive for teachers to use and the
acceptability of using this strategy may not transcend across all teachers. In these
situations, performance feedback is an effective strategy for increasing praise in the
classroom because it is not as intensive for the teacher and provides current performance
feedback of the teacher's behavior (e.g., GP and BSP; Reinke et al., 2007). Reinke et al.,
(2007) used visual performance feedback (i.e., visual representation displaying the
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amount of BSP that was observed and recorded for that day) to examine the impact on
teacher use of BSP. In the Reinke et al., (2007) study, teachers significantly increased
their rates of BSP after receiving performance feedback (i.e., researcher observed the
teacher's praise in the classroom). Additionally, other forms of performance feedback can
be used to provide "in the moment" feedback for teachers, with wireless technology
(Scheeler, McAfee, Ruhl, & Lee, 2006) or even feedback via email (Barton, Pribble, &
Chen, 2013).
The goal of this study was to examine middle school and high school teachers
perceived and actual praise and reprimand use. Overall, the current study provides
additional support to the existing research regarding teachers' natural praise and
reprimand rates. Few studies have examined the natural rates of praise among middle
school and high school teachers and no studies have examined teachers' perception
regarding their use of praise and reprimand in comparison to their actual use of praise and
reprimand prior to this study. Further research is needed to help guide teacher praise
training and to provide praise and reprimand rates that can be generalized to general
education teachers working across the US. Finally, further research is important in
helping to support teachers to stay in the field and increase the likelihood of student
academic and behavioral success.
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Table 1 .

Teacher and Classroom Demog_rap_hics
n

%

Male

19

29%

Female

47

71%

1

2%

White/Caucasian

65

98%

23-29

11

1 7%

Teacher Sex

Teacher Racial Background
American Indian/Alaska
Native

Age
30-39

26

39%

40-50

16

24%

50+

11

1 7%

No ResEonse

2

3%

Sixth Grade

4

6%

13

20%

8

12%

Ninth Grade

12

1 8%

Tenth Grade

3

5%

11

17%

5

8%

Multiple High School Grades

10

15%

1-5

12

1 8%

6- 1 0

15

23%

1 1-15

13

20%

16-20

9

14%

20+

17

26%

Four Year College Degree

21

32%

Master's Degree

45

68%

Only general ed. students

26

39%

Mostly general ed. students

38

58%

2

3%

Grade
Seventh Grade
Eighth Grade

Eleventh Grade
Twelfth Grade

Years of Teaching Experience

Highest Educational Degree Obtained

Classroom Make-up

Equal mix general ed. and
special ed. students
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Classroom Difficulty Rating
Much less difficult

13

20%

Somewhat less difficult

19

29%

Average difficulty

23

35%

Somewhat more difficult

8

12%

Much more difficult

3

5%

Yes

31

47%

No

33

50%

2

3%

Behavior Management Class Taken

No Response
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Table 2 .

fPraise a_rz_q_f?eprimt1,_111,d Statementsper Hour
Teachers ' Mean and Range ofObserved Rate o
Mean

Range

Praise Type
BSP
GP
Total Praise

2

(0.1)

0-30 (0-0.5)

8.45 (0.14)

0-54 (0-0.9)

10.45 (0.17)

0-54 (0-0.9)

Reprimand Type
Mild

8.95 (0.15)

0-96 (0-1.6)

Medium

1.28 (0.02)

0-12 (0-0.2)

Harsh

0.41 (0.007)

0-6

(0-0.1)

1.85 (0.03)

0-9

(0-0. 15)

Gesture
Total Reprimand

Note: Rate per minute is provided in parentheses

12.09 (0.2)

0-102 (0-1.7)
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Table 3.

Relationship Between Actual and Perceived Praise and Reprimand

Type

r

Praise Type
General Praise (GP)

.27*

Behavior Specific Praise (BSP)
Total Praise

.06

Reprimand Type
Mild Reprimand
Medium Reprimand
Harsh Reprimand
Gesture Reprimand
Total Reprimand

Note: * Indicates significant correlations at p < .05.

.20
37*

.17
.

.12
.38*
.37*
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Table 4.

Relationship Between Actual and Perceived Praise Difference, Actual and Perceived Reprimand Difference, and Praise to Reprimand
Ratio
Actual and Perceived Praise

Actual and Perceived

Difference

Reprimand Difference

Actual and Perceived Praise
Difference
Actual and Perceived Reprimand

.30*

Difference
Praise to Reprimand Ratio

.05

Note: * Indicates significant correlations at p

.04

<

.05.

Praise to Reprimand Ratio
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Appendix B

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Clauroolft Sll'aur1•s ONIT•a&hMP•nqti/>11S

Yo1J are bn'lttd to plltkiplte ill a rest11ch mi.dy cond1Jcted by Dr. Margar!t Flortu, Emma R.Wd.� and Mtliua Beawioill from tht
Psyc.b.ology 0.pmtmet st Ea.stun Illinois UJli\·enily.

Your pmticipaDoa. in this stud)· is entinly \'Olwlmy. Pluse ut questiolls about anythill& you do llO( IJll.dmtmd, before d«i.dinc
wbetber or a.ot to pu:ticipate. Yoll Ii.an been asked to participste ill this 5tud)· l>ec&lue you teach chi1drc in the middle school and
high school s�
•

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose ofthe s.tudy is to namiDe middle Kbool and high s.c.bool teachers' use of clasuoom mmagemem s1rategies in general
edncatioll oosroollU. Research s1J&gests that specific teacher 5ttategies are liDbd to posili\'e student behllrioral and academic
outcomes; but there is littJe infonnatioci abolltbow often teachen ust tbese strm:gitl. FurttiA!nnen, there is a.o infonmtioci rumjning
these 9kills aaou middle school md high sclool (e.g., 7" -1211' grade) genKal educ.ation classrooms or rebtiJ1g them to teadlen•
perceptilllu ofdUSJoom strategies and studmt discipline.
Tbe goal ofthe cmrent study is to detumine lbe t)
<pic.al, or Mrmativt, rm of classroom Jtrategjes used amo11g middle Khoo! and 11.i&h
school teacht.rs during classroom. ill5truction. In addition, "·e are interested iA wtt.«therthere is a relltiomb.ip bem-eu tlte zw.mber of
sttuegie used and teacher pcrctptiom of strategies and student disdpliDt.. Wt art not askiJ:1c you to do mything difftremly. We
simply want to coum the nwnber oftimH }'On use specific strlttgits. Our goal is to 1ltlp eduaton, admizUstmon, me! res111chen
llllenu.ad
ld
how often teachHs use c.luSioom stmegies Mlhin a t)'J)ical classroom setting a.ad wh«ther or a.or ti.ere is a rtbtion to

teachen' perceptions of strlltgies and stndem discipne.
il
•

PROCEDURES

lfyou volwllftr to participate in this study, you will be asked to:

l) Allow resurch assistlltt to complete oa.e, 20-minutt obsm:stion iA your clam'oom dmillg class instruction (ltctme). Tht
trained IHUrch aniswm will sir in m ilKoa.spicuoos place inyourclasuoom a.ad will quietly ad 11110bttum--ety observe.
2) PJo\ide the researchers with 1 schedule ofpotential obstrntio11 ti!Dls. Class in.!truc1ioa. will be coardlll.lted with research
assist:ant schedules. A ""ek prior to the observation "" wi
l l commw:Ucatt the ume ofthe re5Hrch aui.stmt a.ad confirm that
the planned obsm:ati0J1 time still fits with your scMd.ule.
3) Complttt a brief queniami.aire (approximatety 5 minutes to complete).

•

POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS

Itis unlikely that �'Ou will upmence sipificmt � or psychologic.al diKomfon from participaliJI& in the mid)'. Hownw,
nsearch as5istanu will be observing }'Our classroom, so there may be some dtgTtt ofdiscomfon associated with being obstr1ied.
Obsen'Uio:a.al a.ad questionnaire elm will be collected anonymously 17}· auigillnc identification numbers (e.g., T-1, T-2). Ifrequested,
,merat results reguding the �· will be pro\ided to particip:ants and school administtaton, but in!omwioll regarding obse:rvatioas
ofa specific clusroom \\ill not be disclosed. Any iAformati011 nill be combined across all participating clasSiooms ill tlte parti�
schools.
•

POTENTIAL BENEF1TS TO SUBJECTS AND/OR TO SOCU:TY

•

INCENTIVES FOR PAllTICJPATION

Partic:ipaillg m tbis mMI)' is likely to bent.fil you and the fit1d ofeduution iA g111enl Pint, soni.m-s participmu iA these lciDch of
studies ejoy being pan ofmtarch. It can be excitiJSg to be ill\'ol\'td ill research tti.t is gured towards helpirlg odJB educaton a.ad
researchers have a better i.mdentaa.ding of the way tbt paeral education cia!Siooms wo?k. Addililly,
llall there is litllt iDformalion
?flMdiDg teachers' natural use of strategies ill general education. classrooms. There me bem a few stwlies eumjning sttarepu in
special education clasuooms, IMl.t hardly any illformation exiru about hon· teachers use cluSioom st:ratep.s iA general eduation
cLuuooms.

All panicipuus Mio partic.ipue in this study will receive a smalltoken ofappreciati011 (e.g., chocolatt).
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•

CO.NFIDCNTLU.m'

Aiz}' il!JOmwtlon that Is obtaiiud iD co-aio11 with this l't'Ud}· md Chat ca be idllltihd with you will rmWzi confidenri•I and \till be
disdoMd oely with your pennislion or as rtqUir@d by lsw. Confidentiality will be m•int•foed by se1.-eral meu.s. Youwill be auiptd
111 idl.1ltiflclticm numti.r 1Ut mu be med to colltct obHn"ltioml dJltl md � dlU.

Oripw obsm."ltiocl and� data 11ill be housed imicH a locbd � cabiml in Dr Floru1· raurdl lab for tip)Wox:iiuWy
3 ynn. After 3 years., all obsen·ation md questiocmaire dala mn be destroyed.
•

PARTIClPATION AND \l1THDRA\l'AL

Pmicipaliim iD tbll research study is \"Ohmtm)' llld not 1 requiralat or a condition b bein& tbe redpim1 ofbmefib or Mniicu from
Bumn llliDois Uninnky or my otM:r orpniution spomariag the resurch Jlfoject. lf·you \'OhmlMr to be in tbll smdy, you Im)'

withdraw at my time Without com.equences of my kind ar Ion ofbel!Alfits or 11!ftices to "11ich you are otllem'iJe mtitled.
Time is no poah}· ifyou withdraw rrom the �· md }'OU mil aat km my bendib to which you •t othawise etitled.
•

IDE.NlmCATIONOF IN\'ESTIGATORS

If)'OUba\'e my questiolll or coacerm about this reJUJch, please coasact:

:M.arput Floress, Ph.D.
217-581-3523

mftoress@eiaedu

•

RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS

If}'OU ha\·e any questions or coccerm about the trutmmt ofhumm participcm in this stud)', you may call or "Mite:

lnstinnional R.e\"iew Bocrd
Eastern llliDos
i Univenity
600 Lincoln A\"t.
Clw:lestan, IL 61920

E-mail: eilllrb@www.eiu.ec!n

Telephone: (217) 5&1-8576

You nill be given � oppommny to disam any questions about your � IS a resnrdl subject with a member ofdl.e JRB. The IRB
is an illdependeat committee composed of members ofthe Uni\"Ssity community, IS wtll li lay mem� ofthe community not

comucted with EIU. The JRB hn.mi«wed md approved this study.

I vohlllmily agree to panicipate iD tbll smdy. I UDdentmd !hat I am free to tvitbdJ:an· my consent md discontinue my participlltion 11
a.a�· time.. I have l>ee:lt ginn a copyofthi.t farm.
PrillJed Name ofParticipaDt

Si� ofParticipaDt

This study IRB �16-085 has IRB approval
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Appendix C

Teacher Demographic Questionnftil'e

Your :'iamt':

St'x (circlt'):

J\fale

Feniale

Racial Background

American

A�i:m

(circle):

lndia1t1 Alnska

Age:

Native

Blnck or Afucan

Na11vc Hnwminn

American

Olher Pacific

Spe.:ials Teacher

Teacher's Aid

Master's Degree

Doctoral De!1Jet

Caucnsinu or White

lsfonder

Other:
Do you ban your
turhln(t ctrtlDult
(circlt')?

Yes

No

I am a cutifitd

General
Edncation

Education

(circlt'):

Teacher

Special

Teacher

Other:
Years of Teaching
Experitnce:

Higbt\I Educ•tional

Two Year

Fo1u Year

�"'" Obtaintd

College

College Dei.uee

(cirrlt):

Oe!!fee

Sptcial Training:

For ex.imple: Cnsis 111aua11eme111 1rnuuu11 (wewbe1 ofsd1001·s crisis UJlllU\!ICtneut t�am), aueuded
Antism Awareness Wo1kshop. PBIS trninin!l. or rtceived special trnmintt iu readiutt interwn11on

location of Training
I Pro"idtd by:

:\amt of Class

For example: FresluMu Al11ehrn -----(!!fade)

Ol>St'rnd

(s11bjec1)

Tbr Cla" obsrn·ed

Only geotral

Mo<lly general

An tqual mix of

:\loslly •ptcial

Only •pecial td.

includts (circle):

t'd. •ludtnls

td. studtnts nud

@cueral ed. snidcnts

and special ed.

some [lcneral ed.

Students

some spe<:ial ed.

s111dems

s1nde111s

s111de111s

td. sludrnts and

Ho..- would you rate tht bthnior•I difficulty or tht class obnn·rd (as a wholt) compared to olhtr classr• you hne
taught in the pa\I? (circlt' answtr below)

Much

less

difficult

l

3

�

!'

Somewhat less

Averaie difficulty

SQmewhat more

Mncb more

difficnlt

diflicuh

difficnh
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Appendix D
Teacher'! Perceit:-ed Use ofClusroom Skills

We would lib to better and.en1Jad how ofte tuchers lhink they are 11Sillg the foll.owiDg stills in the cWsroom. For the

foO.O.'ing quaticm,, p}we l) rad tbe definibon, th.en 2) estimne bow oftenyoo we ellCh still in 11 "0
Ill.ii. clas�wide le5G11.

1.

SPEClllC PJlUSl: Any specific� orgestutt thal QpCe5JeS il fal.
"Oiilblejud
gm
mrcm m activiry. product,
or lttln"bate ofthe smdeat. BJmllplu: ""Gm! poiar. tblnb for comributing!- ·1·m glad yau got your worlc mmed in on
lime- "Clan. putjob ktepin& yoor t'l>lume do\\'n.••

0Ilia dau-widt lwq, how often (how may limes) doyou\ISi! SPECIFIC PRAISE with Sllldeat!
While giving a 2
(combine elm-wide md il1.ilMdlal specific prllise).

I 11 12 I 3 I4 I5 I' I7 I • I9 I11 111 112 I13 1 11sI 16 111 111 I l' i2•I
u

o

2.

rab&ejn4
rmemoa Ul aaivity,
CENERAL PRAISE: AZJy nampecific \�orgtmn that �sei. a !n'O

product, oc attr.ibl..'11! of the !.bXiem. �!es: "Grut WOik" "Awesome- ''lll.mkyou...

While gitting a l
O
aia clasHridt lwon. how often (how may time!) do you Ult GENER.U PRAISE with studmt5
(combine elm-wide md incti\'idual general pnj!e).

3.

g 5ettiri
g
}�· il teacher to
!l.OLD REPRIM...\ND: Any \'!lbill commem(delivered in a DOOD.11 tOll.I! coll•iderinthe
indiat1! di!J!pp«W!lofstudml behavior. The \'!rbil cOGllllmt cm be an instructioG foll.o� 51Ddem m.Ubehaviof.
Reprinumd i.! canci5e(brief) md f1Ul'f be d.e5cn1>ed as a teacher ".redirection" of 51Dd.em misbeha\iior. � with 11
stud8lt "i!h the abJeace of s:an:asm or a critical tcme woa1d be c.amidered il mild reprimmd. &imples include: "This is

!)Otth.e trme to be talldn:g" '"'No thank yau- "You know better
'
. .'Sit rigbthere."

0Ilia dau-widt lwcna. holor often (how llWl)' limes) do you use 1lILD REPRniAND "With studmt!
While gi\rin; a 2
(combine clan-wide mdmildreprim.mlh}.

I 11 12 1 3 1 4 1 5 I ' 17 1 • 1 9 110 111 1•2 113 1 11s 116 111 1111 u 12•I
u

0

4.

rt 11
s
i
11
ga smastic or critical U!M)byil 1NCbH to .indicatedisapproval
MEDIUM REPRIMAND: Anr \'elbill c.omm.er(

of studmt behavior. The �bal comment is coa.ci!e(brie
f) md lllil}" be in the focm ofa. qut!tian that is disapproving md

ha! a m.ockin2 rude.ar aitical Die(i.t..dietaric:aj,n.ot
, a realQ1l!5!iD!l)
. Di!aye.eiltg with a. stu&!n.r win8 a a:i1ia.J. mn.e

li ccm»d.ffed ii medium � Qm:aples:, ckm't remember tel.ti.Dg you to 5i1 md tallc to your friends (saKEtic
tooe)" '"No, it's cot cold ill 11.eR- ·1! �your belt 11o'Gdc? (mocm!r

While �\ting 11 2
0llill c:W�wide lmOD, bow often (how many limes) do you we llEDIUM RI.PRilfA.ND with 5llld.eat5
(combine elm-wide md indi\idual medium r�).

Io 11 12 13 1 4 15 1 6 I' 1 1 9 11•111 1 113 1 115 116 11., 111 1 u 12• I
•

u

u
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5.

'l!lbal commemC
RARSH RIJ>RWAND: Airf \
min.;a. louder llmltypial ume for me5e1ling)bya1Sdl.er ID indiale
!1Wppvy!l11f a !ludenl �rior. lhrshreprim111dt iDclDde the impbcatioo ofoeplive COl!JeqUl!llCt9 (i.e.. a. tbrut) or
) lboot misbehl\iior. � ill.dude: "One more di!nlpdoa lDd S4111eo!l! is
rloog!r
ipo(JO we o
s
djtcg!
lmlg
UIY pro
going tolSStt 'bcuse me!- 1 woo·111y it again- ''How mmy tmm do m attd to go 0\1!?
! (lood)."
__

While gi\iing a. 20
•
ill class-wide lusn, bow often (how mml). time!) do you we HARSH REP
IUMA.
"1
1>\\ith studenU

(combine c.llli-wide Ul.d illdMdual harsh reprimmds).

I0 11 12 13 I ' 1 5 16 17 18 19 1

u

11111211311' 11sIli11'11s 119 12•I

IU:PRIMAND: A1J'j g
esture(
witboms
w
ki
nr
)that illd'ic
ltedliaps:im
<al ofa snadelll behavior (e.g,.
haads on hips). 06nlre occurs when a stl.ldmt is plruiallygoidedorprampted to a prefmed uea or activity.

6. GESTURE

&ampm: Shakmg bud to commmlimt "stop doing tl!Jt'' Studm rtfuses tD pt up tom desk. IUC.be:r toachti elbow

to indicate "get up."

V.'hile �hiing a 2
0•
ill <Ws-wide lusoa, bow often (how mmy times) do youuse C:tSTUltE REPRJMAND with

stu.dtan (com.billt class-wide and in.di\ridnal � reprimmds).
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Appendix E

BERAVIORAL CLASSROOM DEFINITIONS: Type of Praise

a11t�{

'
I> Ahy .,.,.,Drh!lto
tatlOp rg
estg
q tbat expresses a AVorable j� on an � �
or attribute ofthe student. Examples

-

-

-

-

That is a pretty picture you made!
That is a cool shirt you are wearing
Terrificjob coloring your project
Thankyou for sitting so nicely

-

-

-

-

mCshide

I like how you are sitting still
Goodjob getting right to work

That is nice sharing
You are sitting like I asked

-

gives

star
General Praise:

Any nogspeclfkverb!llptlogorgestgre that expresses a favorable judgment on
product, or attribute of the student. Examples include:
-

-

-

Great
Nice Work
Thumbs up

-

Perfect

-

Thank you

-

Hi-five

an activity,
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BEHAVIORAL CLASSROOM DEFINITIONS: Type of Reprimand
:

Any !!r.lmlm
m
m
1n1(l!!YJIaHC!!!llSll!llW!
Im
11
1
l that indicates �en

student(s) behavior. The verbal comment can be an instruction following ttudeot
misbehavior. The reprimand is concise (brief). Also referred to as a "redireetion" Qt�
behavior. Disagreeing with a student with the absence ofsarcasm or a critical tone wOOld be
identified as mild.
-

Medlut (sarastlc

•prbQand:

-

No, come sit down (child at desk,
while other children are at the rug)
That is now how we treat our friends

student(s) behavior. The verbal comment can be in the form of a question that is disapproving
and bis a mocking. rude or critical tone. A sarcastic reprimand is marked If the teacher
disagrees with the child using a critical tone.
I don't remember telling you to
write about mumpkins!
(sarcastic)

-

No it's not cold in here! (critical)
Is that your best work? (critical,
mocking)

Any ve[bal�
m
m
1nt(
y
s
1D
gderth
1
1!!
l!l
g
1al.g
lm
ur
m:lb
!sett1n1
} that indic:ates
disapproval ofa student(s) behavior. Harsh reprimand is also marked if the reprbnlilid implies
negative consequences (e.g., a throat).
-

Gelt1JN Reprimand:

No thank you
Not now

Any v1
l that indicates disapproval ofa
lm
t
o
u
1:
lm
s
ll
l(ustn11a
u
[m
m
m
Uicg
m

-

Hanh 8'Prlmand:

.·

-

-

One more outburst and no recess
(threat)
I won't tell you again (threat)

-

Excuse Me!
How many times do I need to remind
you to put your homework folder in
you backpack!

Any gestgre<wlthgut •ll!lldnll that indicates disapproval ofa student behavior
(e.g., bands on hips). Teacher may also gesture by physically guiding the child's
body to a preferred area or activity.

Teacher puts her hands on hips with a disapproving look towards students.
A child is not sitting on the carpet so the teacher moves over the child, grabs the
child's hand, and moves the child to the carpet.
A teacher shakes their head at a student when the student is disrupting class.
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SPEClllC PRAISE: Azq speciiM:�w@'!! dut apnsses a r.-.nblejladpmt cm m xtn-'ity,

plOdDd.. or attn� of'die � Examples: "Great point, tbW &w cootriliat!"
inc "rm glad ,- got yota" wod:
tumed in cm time" "Cb.n, putjob b.ping �vom- down."

J.IILD REPRIM..\1\1>: Any w\sl
'
commm
t(
cleln
yedin a oonml tom camid!riadie
bya llUcher 1IO
g Kftincl
iodic
n.�
-MoLsmdmt w.a,.;.,,.. n. '� ccmmmit cm be m im1rudion £oDowing itadm1 �

� is �(bnef) md may be �Deel as a Wclia �" afstudail misbehavior. �

wiih a studmt with the <lbseDce ofS<=1S1D or a cribcaJ �would be� a mild nprim;mcl &miples
inclw»: 'This is not die time IO be talking'' "No tbaDk you""You know� "Sit right btft."'
UEDR.�I R£PRIMAND: Arry •·erbal �{n
Sl
n
ra �me or critical mne)bya l9cher to �m

Qmd agy be in tbe form of• qaes1Mm dpt is
� of SNditnt beh.n-ior. The •·ei>al commm u �Cbm.
�g md ha> a mocJci
n
grude.or cri1l.cal toDllCi.e.. rb!totiqJ.not a rulquestio
n
)
. �with a
student usinc a mtiol - is � a mtdium nprimmd. Ex..nples: "I d.an't rm>llllber btlling yoa lo sir md
talk to your friead.s (sarc.J.Stic tone)" -No, it's oat cold m here" "Is dut your best wozlt1 (moc:IWig)"

bxa teadie-to
al tam far theS!!iy)
c• loader ilu.ntypc
o
si
H.\liH REPRIM&'l>: Any'� commm{u
indasm<h
m
1
p
m
y
a
l afa studmt bem.'M>!'. Hr.Ji� � die unplicaball afneptl\-e c� (i.e..,
a but) or my pralo!ig�(30 � orloagw
) abaiit masbebzrur. � mcb»: "On. men di.srupaoo
md -is going to ISS" ''Excwe me!" "I wcn't sq ii again" "How many times do ._ Miid to So O\W__!
(loud)."
CES111RE REPRDIMl>: Ally mt1nC
wjtboat
mt
""z
ldptir!if*
•djsappron1 ofa stDdedWrnw (e..g.,
hmds cm hips). � occurs whoma studmt is phpiaDypideclorpnmiptad to a pn.faiedau or activity.
Ea:.imples: S1Wcinc bud to coaumoicm "stop doing dpt" Sludmt rUme5 to pt ap from desk, lexlm to1ICIMs
tibowto � "pt ..,
...
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Appendix F
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Classroom Strategies &

Teacher Perceptions

You � invited to pa:rticipae in ;a resorc:h study conducted by Marpret Floress, PhD, Melis!:I.
Bemdoin, B.A, & Emn:iA Riedesel, B.A, from the Psychology Department n &stem Illinois Unn-ersity.
•

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose ofthe study i.! to ex:mUne middle tcbool md high school tuchss' use ofcbssroom
� strategies in� eduationcl.usroams. There is little infonn2fion about how often
tschen use specific stmegies in genenl ediratioa, �· mxmg middle school md high school
tuchm_ We ue mo interested inibe rebtionship bem"Mn cW.sioom stntegie md tNClm perceptions
of cbssroom 5trztegie md student discipline.
•

PROCD>URES

Ifyou \'Oltmteer to p3lt.icipne in this study, you will be asked to:

1) Allow ree;irch assi.stmts to complete ONE, ZO-aiaute oburntioa in your cb.s!loom durin&
c:lus instruction (lecture).

2) Complete ;a Briefquatiomaaire (�· S mimii2s to complete).

•

JNCENTIVES FOR PARTICIPATION

Ifyou are one ofthe tint 40 participants to participate in this study you will receive a small

dft ofappreciation (valued at approximately $5).
•

IDEN11FICATION OF DN.E.STICATORS

Ifyou ue intereted in participning or � more i.nfnrmninn about this study, pl.YSe oonbct:

Margaret Floress, Ph.D.
217-581-3523 office
812-219-8419 cell
-

-

mfloress�iu.edu

This study IRB #16-085 has IRB approval
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